GRAPHIC INFO

Color, Murals, Warranty, and Graphic Specs

Color
Color accuracy is something we take very seriously. Because of differences between computer displays, the way that
some programs present color, and the fact that color printed on desktop printers and from other print service providers
may not be accurate, we cannot guarantee that any color print we provide will match one of these other sources. We can
guarantee a reasonable match to PMS colors, or their CMYK equivalents, if those colors are specified in vector objects in
a file type such as pdf, eps, InDesign and ai.
For color-critical prints, we recommend a printed proof, and we will guarantee a color match to this proof. Printed proofs
are made on the same material as the final print so that it will show exactly how the colors will print in advance. This does
add additional cost and time to a print job, however, if you have certain colors in your design that need to match other
printed items, a website, or a previously printed image, then a printed proof should be ordered. Even with all the effort we
put in to making sure we are printing accurate color on every material, some amount of variation is possible over time due
to changes in materials, software versions, updates to color profiles, etc. This type of variation isn't usually noticeable, but
when comparing a print side by side with another print made at a different time, especially in solid color areas, even small
differences can be noticeable, which is why proofs are recommended in those situations.
It is also recommended to have a printed proof for black and white images. Black and white images can differ in their
appearance and can be neutral, warm, or cool. A printed proof of your black and white image will allow you to see
it in your space and lighting, and determine which variation is best for you.
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Wall Murals
Wall murals are printed on an adhesive-backed vinyl and applied directly to the wall. Walls need to be prepared according
to our provided guidelines in advance of a wall mural installation, including the following:
• New drywall on new construction (anything less than one year old) does a lot of moving as the new building settles
and the wood studs and the drywall dries out. New drywall can out-gas as it dries resulting in bubbles or blisters
forming under the graphics. Both of these can cause graphics to lift from the surface.
• Any imperfections on the wall surface will show through the vinyl. These imperfections must be repaired,
or acknowledgment of imperfection noted prior to graphic application.
• Graphics should not be applied until the paint is fully cured. The more color pigments in the paint, the longer it takes
to cure. Paints dry from the outside in so dry to the touch may not be fully cured. Recommended curing time is
a minimum of 30 days.
• Avoid using paints that are “scrubbable” or “washable” as migratory agents in these paints may cause graphic failure.
• Use short nap rollers (1/4”), sponge rollers or spray units to apply the paint.
We have tested many paints for adhesion and have found that Sherwin Williams Super Paint / Flat or Satin / Latex will provide
a good surface for the mural to adhere to and should stay in place with no problem. Eggshell finish should be avoided.
For our warranty to be valid, the wall(s) must be prepped and painted, per instructions above, a minimum of 30 days
prior to install.

Graphics Warranty
CEI guarantees that our graphic production is completed without defects in the printing, material, or finishing, and hold up
to normal wear for the intended purpose for a period of one year from date of completion. CEI is not responsible for any
damage resulting from misuse, abuse, or modification. This includes exposure to elements not specifically designated for
the materials used, and/or improper storage. All graphics are inspected prior to shipping to be free from any visible
abnormalities or defects, however, if defects are discovered after receipt, CEI is to be notified in writing immediately, and a
determination will be made as to the cause and solution.
Damage such as creases, cuts, scrapes, scratches, holes, etc., are caused by physical damage to the print. This type of
damage isn't due to defects in the printing or material, so they are not covered under warranty.
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Graphic Guidelines
Accepted Graphic Applications
• Adobe Creative Cloud or earlier
(Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign)

• Adobe Acrobat XI or earlier
(limited file manipulation)

Please always remember to save files in their native (original)
format and be sure to include all linked files.

Accepted File Formats

.eps (Encapsulated Post Script)
.ai (Adobe Illustrator)
.pdf (Adobe PDF, Illustrator, Photoshop)
.psd (Adobe Photoshop)
.jpg (High Resolution JPEG),
.tiff (High Resolution TIFF)
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Vector Files

These files are line art, scalable to any size and never lose
resolution, the image will stay clean and crisp. Vector files are
.eps, .ai or an editable .pdf. Vector files can be submitted at
any size proportionate to the graphic size, please be sure to
note the scale when submitting the art.

Raster Files/Images

These files are pixel-based images, so when the image/file is enlarged
it may become blurry/pixilated if the image/file is not high resolution.

Raster vs Vector & Outline Text

Accepted File Resolution*
100dpi / full size.
200dpi or higher / at half size
400dpi or higher / at quarter size

* Thumbnail sized JPGs or images taken off general websites are not
at a high enough resolution to be used on large prints.

Color

• Either CMYK or RGB is acceptable. Our printers are
CMYK*, but can produce quality prints from RGB.
• Reference PANTONE + Solid Coated for all critical colors
• Do not embed color profiles
• If color match is not specified, CEI can not guarantee
color output.**
* 100% reproduction of defined colors is not possible.
Differences between colors in the printed and original file
can occur at many different stages. Colors will often appear
different when viewed on two different monitors or output
devices. Without accurate color information, we have no
way of ensuring that expected colors will be achieved.

**PROVIDE printed color sample for color matching
if no Pantone color is referenced.

Gradients

• White Gradients printing on clear material: For best results,
these should be built as a vector file. Please use a spot color
(Spot 1), which would be 100 magenta to represent white.
• All other gradients are best built in Photshop, for less banding
and a more seamless gradient.

Fonts

• Include all fonts with files, or change to outlines - CANNOT
accept files with Type 1 fonts
• If using Windows programs, please convert fonts to outlines.

Bleeds

• 2” for Fabric graphics and Banners
• 1/2” for all other graphics.
(NOTE: A vector die guide must be built using Adobe Illustrator. If vector die
guide is drawn in Photoshop, please export paths to Illustrator.)

Raster Artwork

Vector Artwork

Outlined Text

Adobe Photoshop

• Layered files are preferred.
(to enable editing for color matching and/or changes).
• Files should be at 100 DPI at FULL SIZE. If not full size
please refer to the Accepted File Resolution list.

Adobe Illustrator

• Do NOT embed placed images
• Send linked images
• Use spot colors from PANTONE + Solid Coated library
(See * and ** under Color section)

Stock Photos

• When using stock photography images, be sure to purchase the
highest resolution version.

Unacceptable Artwork Includes
• PowerPoint Presentations
• Microsoft Word
• Photocopies
• Faxes
• Letterheads
• Business Cards

(NOTE: If necessary, file conversion, retouching, cloning
or color correcting will be charged additional labor.)

Sending Your Files

• Email (under 10 MB) to your Account Manager
(NOTE: Compress files before sending.).
• WeTransfer: https://cei-gsduploads.wetransfer.com/,
Dropbox: ceidropbox@ceilink.com
• FTP - For large graphic uploads or downloads it is highly
recommended that you use a dedicated FTP program
• If you would like to send your files by mail please make
arrangements with your account manager.
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Adobe Retiring Type 1 font support
Adobe has announced that they will end support for creating content with Type 1 fonts by January 2023.
Here's how you can prepare to make the shift to more widely supported formats. It's always intimidating
when a company ends support for something, be it an old piece of software or a legacy format. And, it
doesn't get much more "legacy" than Postscript Type 1 fonts.
However, there are steps you can take to make the transition as painless as possible.
What a Type 1 font is
Type 1 fonts are a legacy format created by Adobe in 1984 when desktop publishing was still developing.
Apple started supporting the technology in the original LaserWriter, announced on the same day
that Aldus PageMaker, in 1985.
The format went public in 1991, allowing individuals and companies to design — and sell — their own
Type 1 fonts.
Adobe stopped developing Type 1 fonts in 1999 and began introducing its own OpenType fonts — a format
developed by Adobe and Microsoft — in 2000. Many developers started converting old Type 1 fonts to more
widely supported formats shortly after. By 2005, it became exceedingly difficult to find Type 1 fonts.
Adobe announced that they would pull support for Type 1 fonts in Photoshop in 2021 and end support for
the legacy format across all Adobe products in January 2023.
What will happen when support is ended for Type 1 fonts
Adobe Creative Suite programs like Photoshop, InDesign, and Illustrator, the fonts will become
unavailable to use upon retirement. This means that any Type 1 fonts you could previously access within
Adobe programs will not appear in the in-program font list. Additionally, any file that contains a Type 1 font
will trigger Adobe's "Missing Font" error when opened within an Adobe program.
Certain file formats, such as EPS and PDF files, will be unaffected by the change, provided that they are
being placed for display or printing as a graphic element (outlined). This means old PDF documents can be
viewed and printed but not edited in applications like Photoshop or Illustrator.
Who will be affected when Type 1 fonts go unsupported
Designers working with in-house fonts developed explicitly by their company, especially if their company
has been active since the 1990s, may still have some Type 1 fonts.
If this applies to you, you'll want to discuss either converting an existing Type 1 font to an OpenType or
TrueType format. Another option is to create or license a new font.
If you purchased a Type 1 font through a third-party vendor, you'd need to either seek out an updated
TrueType version or find a similar font that you can obtain the license for. Some foundries may offer discounts
or free upgrades for those looking for OpenType versions of Type 1 fonts.
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Adobe Retiring Type 1 font support
It is not recommended that you convert third-party fonts to OpenType/TrueType formats, as this likely
violates the end-user license agreement.
If you've purchased a Type 1 font through Adobe, you may want to see if there's already a supported
Type 1 font included with your Adobe Creative Cloud subscription. Adobe offers many of their older
"Adobe Originals" fonts for free under their subscription packages.
In the event that you do not own a Creative Cloud subscription, Adobe allows users to purchase perpetual
licenses to OpenType versions of their Adobe Type 1 fonts via Fontspring. Those who purchased Type 1 fonts
published by Adobe Type should contact Fontspring to receive a discount on an upgrade.
How to locate Type 1 fonts on your Mac
The version of macOS, Big Sur, still supports Type 1 fonts on Intel and Apple Silicon machines. For now.
If you're new to Mac, within the last decade or so, you probably don't have any Type 1 fonts installed.
If you're unsure whether or not you have Type 1 fonts on your machine, here's how to tell if you have
any installed.
Open FontBook. If you don’t already have it open you can search for it this way:
On your keyboard, press Command + Spacebar to open Spotlight search
Enter “FontBook” in the search field
Once FontBook is open, click the magnifying glass from the search bar
Click “Kind” from the drop down menu
In the search field, type “Type 1”
If any fonts appear, you can select them to confirm that they are Type 1 fonts
This helps you identify which fonts on your system you will need to replace or avoid using in the future.

This information is from an article by Amber Neely for the Apple Insider https://appleinsider.com/articles/21/02/15/adobe-is-retiring-type-1-font-support-heres-how-to-prepare-for-the-change

